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Abstract—The Internet has substantially changed how organizations market their vacancies and how job seekers look for a
job. Although this has many benefits such as simplifying the
communication, it can also cause problems. Some vacancies are
obtaining more applications than can be handled by the recruitment department, while other vacancies may remain unfulfilled
for a long time. Data analysis might reveal insights into what
strategies are effective to solve these problems. To analyze these
problems we therefore consider the predictability of the number
of applications per vacancy per week, and to which extend
this can be controlled using online marketing campaigns. After
testing the predictive quality of several machine learning methods
on a data set from a large Dutch organization we found that
a Random Forest model gives the best predictions. Although
these predictions provide insights into what recruiters and hiring
managers can expect when publishing a vacancy, the error of
these predictions can be quite large. Also, although the effect
of online marketing campaigns on the number of applications
is significant, predicting the effect from historic data causes
problems due to collinearity and bias in the usage of these
campaigns: a campaign is also a response to a small number
of applicants who responded to the vacancy. Nevertheless, these
predictions are insightful for both recruiters and hiring manager
to manage their expectations when publishing a vacancy.
Keywords–Recruitment analytics; HR analytics

I. I NTRODUCTION
The internet revolution has substantially changed how job
seekers look for a job and how organizations attempt to attract
job seekers [1]. Already in 2003, 94% of the global Fortune
500 companies were using a corporate recruitment website to
attract job seekers [2], and online sources such as social media,
online professional networks, and company websites are being
used for effective employer branding [3]. Furthermore, the
percentage of job seekers who are using the internet is growing
steadily [4].
Advantages of using corporate recruitment websites have
been discussed in previous studies, showing benefits including
cost effectiveness, speeding up the hiring process, and ease
of use both for recruiters and job seekers [5], [6], [7]. There
is, however, yet another benefit of using corporate recruitment
websites which has not been explored by previous research:
it enables tracking the behavior of job seekers on the website using e-commerce software. By tracking this job seeker
behavior, recruitment departments can obtain valuable insights
on how to attract or repulse applications. This might lead to
strategies for reducing recruitment lead time and cost.
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To take a first step into exploring how vacancies attract job
seekers and how this might be controlled, this study considers
the predictability of the number of job seekers that will apply
to an online vacancy per week. This metric is referred to as
the application rate. In order to predict this metric, multiple
machine learning techniques including Random Forest, Support Vector Regression, and Artificial Neural Networks were
applied. The data used to predict the application rate included
characteristics of the vacancy such as work location, required
education level, and job title. Furthermore, also data describing
whether the vacancy was used in online marketing campaigns
such as Google Adwords, other vacancies on the website which
might compete with the vacancy, and time related attributes
such as the current recruitment lead time and application rates
in weeks prior to the predicting period were used.
This paper has the following structure, Section II provides
an overview of previous literature on the effectiveness of
online recruitment websites will be given. Section III will
discuss how data was obtained and prepared for analysis. In
Section IV the findings from preliminary data analysis will
be discussed which affects the choice of predictive models.
Section V will give an overview of the methods that were used
to predict the application rate. Finally, Section VI provides an
overview of the predictive quality of these methods along with
its implications.
II.

R ELATED WORK

The ability of corporate recruitment websites to attract
job seekers has been investigated in multiple studies, often
by sending questionnaires to either job seekers or employers.
The results of these studies differ: some show the potential
in terms of cost effectiveness, reducing recruitment leadtimes,
and ease of use for both recruiters and job seekers [5], [6],
[7]. Other studies however show a more modest perception:
Brown [8] found that 75% of all job seekers find recruitment websites too complicated. This perception is shared by
Maurer and Liu [9] who identified management of potential
information excess on corporate recruitment websites as one
of the key design issues for e-recruitment managers. Besides
the excessive information organizations might send to potential
job seekers, the opposite also holds. Vacancies might receive a
large number of applications, including many unsuitable ones.
Parry and Tyson [10] found that this is one of the reasons why
a quarter of the organizations they examined who were using
internet recruitment methods found it unsuccessful.
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III. DATA GATHERING AND PREPARATION
A. Data gathering
To investigate whether the number of applicants who apply
to a vacancy can accurately be predicted and controlled data
was gathered from a large Dutch company which employs
over 30,000 people and has on average 150 vacancies on its
corporate recruitment website.
Data was gathered from three systems: first from an application tracking system (ATS) in which vacancy characteristics
are stored such as work location, required education level, and
working hours. Second, data was gathered from the corporate
recruitment website’s Google Analytics account. In particular,
how many job seekers visited the corporate recruitment website
per week, and how frequent job seekers followed different
paths from the website’s landing page to the application
submit page (the webpage visited after having submitted an
application). Also, Google Analytics is capable to keep track
of whether job seekers visited the website via a paid hyperlink
which was part of an online marketing campaign. This data was
used to determine which vacancies had been used in online
marketing campaigns. Third, the number of weekly tweets the
recruitment department published via their recruitment Twitter
account was gathered, along with whether certain vacancies
were referred to in a tweet via a hyperlink.
Combining these three data sources gives per vacancy v,
per time period t (in weeks) the vacancy characteristics of v,
whether v was used in certain online marketing campaigns,
and how many job seekers navigated from the landing page to
the vacancy’s submit page during time period t. This dataset
was extended with time related data such as the recruitment
lead time at time t, and application rates of a vacancy in weeks
prior to week t.
The data set was split into a test- and training set. The
training set contained all values between 2013-08-26 and
2015-09-31, whereas the test set contained all values between
2015-10-01 and 2015-12-31. This split was chosen for two
reasons: first, at the time of splitting the data set there was
no knowledge of possible time dependency in the data. If
the application rate would include this time dependency then
validating the predictive model on the last period of the total
data set would produce the most realistic evaluation. Second,
three months is the maximum period for which it is safe to
assume that the vacancy portfolio over that period is known.
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Data mining can play a role in managing the information
spread by both the employer and job seeker. In particular, it
can be used to investigate the relationship between recruitment
efforts and recruitment outcomes. These relationships can be
used to control the quality and quantity of applicants, and the
quality of the employer’s brand.
Previous research has not paid much attention to how data
mining could be applied to manage the information spread
by employers and job seekers apart from application selection
[11], and resume parsing [12]. Although these methods automate part of the recruitment job, thereby enabling recruiters to
handle a large number of applications, being able to control
the quality and quantity of applicants would also decrease the
workload of recruiters. Furthermore, fewer but better qualified
applicants also means fewer rejections, which is beneficial for
both job seekers and employers.
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Figure 1. Histogram application rate

B. Data preparation
To improve the quality of the data set multiple operations
were performed. Attributes related to work location and job
title contained many possible categorical values, which was
not practical for analysis. To reduce the number of categorical
values the locations were clustered based on similarities in
their application rate probability density. These probability
densities were clustered using the K-means clustering algorithm by Hartigan and Wong [13]. To find an appropriate
number of clusters the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) was
used, which was computed for K = 1, . . . , 10 clusters. If a
cluster had fewer than 100 observations the observations were
assigned to the cluster closest to the overall mean application
rate. Besides location attributes the job title had even more
unique values, which made the usage of the probability density
unpractical. As an alternative similar job titles were identified
and clustered manually.
In order to identify attributes having a small variance, the
frequency cut off from the nearZeroVar function of the caret
package was used [14]. Since all predictors are either binary,
categorical or discrete it was possible to apply this procedure
on all predictors. Let Ni,j be the frequency of a value i of
category j. Furthermore, let N(l),j be the lth order statistic of
N(n),j
.
N1,j , . . . Nn,j , then we have frequency ratio: Fj = N(n−1),j
Thus Fj gives the ratio of the most frequent and second most
frequent value of attribute j. Attributes were removed from the
data set if Fj > 19.
During the last data preparation step categorical attributes
were dummified into binary vectors. The predictor values xij
xij −x̄j
were normalized using x̃ij = s(x
. Here x̄j and s(xj ) are
j)
the mean and standard deviation over the values of attribute j
respectively.
IV. E XPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS
A. The application rate
When considering possible probability distributions of the
application rate a Poisson distribution would come first to
mind. However, as Fig. 1 suggests, the Poisson distribution
does not seem to fit the data well: the application rate’s distribution is more zero inflated and overdispersed than a Poisson
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distribution. Dependent on the nature of the vacancy, a lognormal or negative binomial distribution is more appropriate.
The distribution also confirms previous research stating that
some vacancies can attract a large number of applications [10].
In fact, 10% of the rates accounts for 53% of all applications.
B. The total number of applications and sessions
Besides considering the distribution of the application rate
also the predictability of the total number of applications per
week was considered. To predict these metrics the structure of
the vacancy portfolio and the used online marketing campaigns
were used as predictors. This analysis might already give an
indication of how online marketing campaigns can affect both
the traffic to the website and the number of applications.
Furthermore, if the residuals of this model would be highly
correlated this could be an indication of time dependency,
which would effect the selection of predictive models for the
application rate.
To predict the number of applications and sessions per
week, the status of the online vacancy portfolio and the number
of vacancies subject to certain online marketing campaigns
were used as predictors. The status of the vacancy portfolio
was determined by counting the number of online vacancies
having certain characteristics such as the same location, work
area, job description, and required education level. A linear
regression model was used to determine the effect of the online
vacancy portfolio and online marketing campaigns on the total
number of sessions and applications. This linear regression
model did not include any interaction effects. Although also
more sophisticated methods can be applied, the number of
observations was relatively small compared to the number
of predictors. Therefore, using more sophisticated methods
was likely to cause overfitting. A backwards AIC algorithm
was used to include only those predictors having the most
predictive value.
Applying these methods gives an R2 value of 0.68 and 0.56
when predicting the number of sessions and number of applications respectively. The models also indicate that it is difficult
to determine the exact effect of online marketing campaigns on
the total number of weekly sessions and applications. Although
the marketing campaigns are significant, the campaigns are
frequently used in combination with each other which makes
it difficult to distinguish the effect of a single campaign.
This can easily be seen if we compute the condition indices
and variance decomposition proportions as proposed by [15].
If we add up the variance decomposition proportions obtained
from the number of vacancies subject to Facebook, Indeed
and Google campaigns over the largest condition indices (85,
102 and 128 resp.), this sum becomes 0.692, 0.797 and 0.91
respectively, which are larger than the threshold value of
0.5. A possible remedy for this collinearity is to add more
characteristics of the campaigns to the data set, such as the
profiles used in a Facebook campaign. This was however not
considered in this study.
Besides collinearity, an increase in online marketing campaigns can also be a response to a small number of applications, which makes the estimated effect of online marketing
campaigns on the number of session and applicants biased.
When considering the residuals of the models predicting
the number of weekly sessions and applications, a Box-Pierce
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test showed that these residuals were correlated. However,
when examining the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation
functions this correlation turns out to be small: both the
auto correlation and partial autocorrelation show a maximum
absolute correlation of 0.21, at lag 2 and 1 respectively.
Therefore, for simplicity, it was found acceptable to assume
that the residuals were uncorrelated. As a result it was assumed
that the total number of applications per week is independent
of the date of the measurement.
C. Best sources
Also the relationship between the number of sessions
originating from different websites via different devices and
the number of weekly applications was considered. Again a
linear regression model was used to avoid overfitting. Since
visitors to the corporate recruitment website can originate
from many different sources only the top four sources causing
most traffic were considered, whereas smaller sources were
combined in an ‘other’ category. Interestingly, the source
device combinations causing most traffic to the website did
not produce most applications. Where visitors originating from
Google on a desktop produced most traffic to the website,
changes in direct traffic on either desktop, mobile or tablet
and traffic from the corporate website were the main drivers
for changes in the number of weekly applications.
V.

M ETHODS

A. Method selection
To determine which methods would be most suited to predict the application rate a number of considerations were taken.
First, since the application rate is count data its prediction
is considered as a regression problem. Second, exploratory
data analysis found that the data is more zero inflated and
overdispersed than a Poisson distribution. Therefore, predictive
models which incorporate zero inflation and overdispersion are
preferred. Third, during exploratory data analysis it was found
that when predicting the total number of applications per week
the residuals of this model are only slightly correlated. As a
result it was assumed that the total number of applications per
week is independent of the date of the measurement, though
it still can be dependent on other time indicators such as the
current recruitment lead time.
Fourth, the data set still contained a large number of
attributes, some of which might not be useful for the predictive
model. To reduce the number of attributes, methods which
included variable selection were preferred. Fifth, since a grid
search was applied to find good model parameters, methods
which were able to produce good results within reasonable
time were preferred (i.e., methods that took more than 1 hour
to compute a single predictive model using a 1.6 GHz dualcore Intel Core i5 processor were disregarded). Sixth, methods
which have been applied successfully in other regression
application were preferred.
Using these criteria seven methods were identified: Linear
elastic net, Poisson elastic net, Tweedie elastic net, Classification And Regression Trees (CART), Random Forest, Support
Vector Regression (SVR), and Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN).
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B. Method overview
1) Linear elastic net: Linear elastic net is a method
which attempts to minimize the sum of squared error plus
a linear combination of the lasso and Ridge penalty. Let
P SSE(λ, β, α) be the penalized sum of squared error with
λ the weight of the penalty. α indicates to which extend either
the Ridge or lasso penalty is taken into account, and β is the
effect vector to be estimated. P SSE(λ, β, α) is given by:
PN
1
P SSE(λ, β, α) = 2N
(yi − β0 − xTi β)2
 i=1 1

+λ (1 − α) 2 ||β||2 + α||β||1
(1)
To minimize (1) the glmnet R package was utilized, which
applies a coordinate descent algorithm to estimate β [16]. To
determine good values for λ and α a grid search was applied.
For λ, K = 100 uniformly spread values between λmax =
maxl |hxl ,yi|
and λmin = λmax were used. To find a good
Nα
value for α, values from 0 up to 1 with increasing steps of 0.2
were used.
2) Poisson elastic net: Poisson elastic net is a combination
of a generalized linear regression model and elastic net using
the link function g(µi ) = log(µi ), where µi = E(yi |xi ).
Instead of the sum of squared error the log-likelihood is used
to estimate β. Let P LL be the penalized log-likelihood, then
β is found by maximizing (2).

PN  T
1
yi xi β − exp xTi β
P LL(λ, β, α) = 2N
 i=1

−λ (1 − α) 12 ||β||2 + α||β||1
(2)
To maximize (2), again the glmnet R package was used.
In case of Poisson regression, glmnet iteratively creates a
second order Taylor expansion of (2) without the penalty, using
current estimates for β. This Taylor expansion is then used in
a coordinate descent algorithm to update β [16], [17]. To find
appropriate values for λ and α the same grid search as in linear
elastic net was applied.
3) Tweedie elastic net: To incorporate the fact that the
application rate is more zero inflated and overdispersed than
a Poisson distribution the Tweedie compound Poisson model
was used. The Tweedie
Pncompound Poisson model can be
represented by Y =
i=1 Xi , where Y is the responds
vector, n a Poisson random variable, and Xi are i.i.d. Gamma
distributed with parameters α and γ. The penalized negative
log-likelihood is given by (3) [18].

algorithm combined with a blockwise majorization descent
(BMD) [18]. To find appropriate values for λ the standard
procedure from HDTweedie was used, which first computes
λmax such that β = 0, and then sets λmin = 0.001λmax .
The other m − 2 values for λ are found by projecting them
uniformly on a log-scale on the range [λmin , λmax ]. For α the
values from 0.1 to 0.9 with an increase of 0.2 were used. For
ρ we used ρ = 1.5.
4) Classification And Regression Trees (CART): To construct a regression tree the rpart implementation in R was
used [19]. This implementation first constructs a binary tree
by maximizing in each node SST − (SSR + SSL ), where
SST is the sum of squared error of the entire tree, and SSR
and SSL are the sum of squared errors of the left and right
branch respectively. The tree constructions stops when further
splits would violate a constraint on the minimum number of
observations in each node.
Second, the constructed tree is split into m sub-trees. Let
R(T ) be the risk of tree T , which is the sum of squared error
in the terminal nodes of T . CART computes the risk of each
sub-tree tree, which is defined by Rα (T ) = R(T ) + α|T |
using K-fold cross validation. The term α|T | is an additional
penalty on the size of the tree. The final tree is the sub-tree
which minimizes the average sum of squared error over the
K-fold cross validation. The method described here is referred
to as the “ANOVA” method.
Alternatively, rpart also has the option to maximize the
deviance DT − (DL + DR ), where D is the within node
deviance assuming that the response originates from a Poisson
distribution. To find an appropriate value for α a grid search
was applied using α ∈ {0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.3}, both for the
ANOVA and Poisson models.
5) Random Forest: A Random Forest model was produced
using the RandomForest package in R [20]. Random Forest
constructs T unpruned regression trees Ti , where in each
split only d randomly chosen predictors are
PTconsidered. A
prediction ŷi is then created by ŷi = T1 i=1 Ti (x), thus
the average over all trees. To find the appropriate number of
trees a grid search was applied using 50, 100 and 500 trees.
Furthermore, at each split 61 randomly sampled attributes were
considered.
6) Support Vector Regression: Support Vector Regression
is the regression alternative of Support Vector Machines. Given
the linear regression problem: yi = wT xi +b+, SVR attempts
to find the flattest hyperplane wT xi + b such that for all data
points i = 1, . . . , N we have |yi − (wT xi + b)| < . Also
incorporating slack variables ζi and ζi∗ , the problem can be
described as (4).

min
Pn
P LL(λ, β, α) = i=1



yi exp [−(ρ−1)(xT
i β)]
ρ−1

+

exp [(2−ρ)(xT
i β)]
2−ρ



(3)
To minimize (3), the HDTweedie R package was used. This
method applies an iterative reweighted least squares (IRLS)
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+C

n
X

(ζi + ζi∗ )

i=1

s.t.



+λ (1 − α) 12 ||β||2 + α||β||1

1
2
2 |w||

yi − wT xi − b ≤  + ζi ,
wT xi + b − yi ≤  + ζi∗ ,
ζi , ζi∗ ≥ 0

i = 1, . . . , N
i = 1, . . . , N

(4)

Since the solution to (4) only depends on inner products
between vectors xi , the problem can be transformed into
a higher dimension without much extra computation using
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kernels [21]. For the computation of the SVR the R kernlab package was used [22]. Although in this study initially
both a linear kernel
 (hence 2no
 kernel), and the RBF kernel:
||xi −xj ||
κ(xi , xj ) = exp − 2σ2
were considered, not using a
kernel surprisingly had a large negative effect on the runtime
and was therefore disregarded. To find appropriate values for
 and C a grid search was applied using:  ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1}
and C ∈ {1, 10}
7) Artificial Neural Networks: In this study we considered
a feed-forward Artificial Neural Network with a single hidden
layer. To find the weights the nnet R package was used, which
utilizes an L-BFGS algorithm to find the appropriate weights
[23], [24]. A grid search was applied to find an appropriate
number of units in the hidden layer. During the grid search 1,
5, 10, 30, and 50 hidden units were considered.
C. Method evaluation
To evaluate the quality of predictive models two scenarios
were distinguished. The first scenario assumes that application
rates in weeks prior to the predicting period are known, which
is comparable with predicting one week ahead. The second
scenario assumes these application rates to be absent, and is
more comparable with predicting 2 to 12 weeks ahead. These
two scenarios are indicated by including PAR, and excluding
PAR.
To evaluate the quality of the predictions two error measures
q Pare used: the root mean squared error: RM SE =
n
1
2
i=1 (yˆi − yi ) , where yˆi is the predicted value for actual
n
res
yi , and the determination coefficient: R2 = 1 − SS
SStot , with
Pn
2
SSres = Pi=1 (yˆi − yi ) , the residual sum of squares, and
n
2
SStot =
i=1 (yi − ȳ) , the total sum of squares. A 10fold cross validation was applied to obtain accurate estimates
for the quality of the predictions over the training set in both
scenarios. Furthermore, a final prediction over the test set was
made using the model showing the best results over the training
set to estimate out of sample performance.
VI. R ESULTS
A. Method comparison
Table I shows the best results per model when applying a
10-fold cross validation on the training set. The table indicates
that Random Forest produced the best results both when
predicting with and without PAR. Table I also indicates that
multiple methods such as artificial neural networks without
PAR, Poisson elastic net and Tweedie elastic net with PAR
did not produce accurate results. Furthermore, Table I indicates
that the added value of including previous application rates into
the model is relatively small. Therefore, the predictive model
would only produce slightly better results when predicting
short term (1 week), in comparison with prediction long term
(2 to 12 weeks).
When considering the quality of the models indicated in
Table I it is important to note that the RM SE is largely
influenced by some large application rates which are difficult
to predict. This can also be derived from the errors the Random
Forest model makes on the test set (Fig. 2). In fact, 90% of
the errors are smaller than 9.63, and the average absolute error
over this 90% is 2.43.
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TABLE I. R ESULTS 10- FOLD CROSS VALIDATION
Method

Linear elastic net
Poisson elastic net
CART ANOVA
CART Poisson
Random Forest
Tweedie elastic net
SVR
ANN

Best
RM SE
including
PAR
11.82
15.53
10.72
10.17
9.38
13.86
10.58
11.14

Best R2
including
PAR
0.35
0
0.46
0.52
0.59
0.03
0.46
0.42

Best
RM SE
excluding
PAR
11.87
NA
11.12
10.75
9.93
11.62
11.28
17.35

Best R2
excluding
PAR
0.34
NA
0.42
0.46
0.54
0.37
0.41
0

While predicting the application rate, also the predictive
value of online marketing campaigns was considered. To
determine the importance of these campaigns the following
procedure was used. For each tree of the forest the reduction
in the sum of squared error when splitting on one of the D
randomly selected attributes was computed. These reductions
are summed up over all trees for each variable to obtain an
overall picture of the decrease in residual sum of squares per
predictor.
By comparing the reduction in the sum of squared error for
each variable a comparison can be made between the effect
of online marketing campaigns and other attributes. From
this comparison we found that the effect of online marketing
campaigns on the the application rate is small. Most variance is
explained by predictors related to the application rate in prior
weeks, the job title, the current recruitment lead time, and the
contractual hours required. However, in contrast to the model
predicting the total number of applicants, the online marketing
campaigns do show a positive effect on the application rate.
B. Test set evaluation
Since Random Forest produced the most promising results when applying 10-fold cross validation this model was
evaluated on the test set. The results are shown is Table II,
whereas the distribution of the error on the test set is given
in Fig. 2. The quality of the prediction was slightly worse
than the average error obtained from 10-fold cross validation.
Furthermore, just as the training set also the test set contained
some large application rates which had a large negative effect
on the RM SE.
TABLE II. R ESULTS APPLYING R ANDOM F OREST ON TEST SET
Performance metric

MAE
MSE
RMSE
Residual mean
Residual sd
R2

Value
including
PAR
5.25
100.44
10.02
1.53
9.90
0.44

Value
excluding
PAR
6.35
123.99
11.13
1.81
10.98
0.32

VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper considered the predictability of the number of
weekly applications per vacancy and to which extend this
metric can be controlled. To investigate this question a dataset
from a large Dutch organization employing more than 30,000
employees was considered. To predict the number of weekly
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Figure 2. Test set error with PAR

applications per vacancy multiple machine learning methods
were applied, of which Random Forest returned the best results
with a root mean squared error of 9.38 and 9.93 when the
predictors included and excluded application rates in weeks
prior to the predicted week.
From closer examination of the errors two conclusions can
be drawn. First, even though the predictions are quite accurate
in most situations, i.e., have an error of less than 5 applicants,
some vacancies can attract a large number of job seekers which
the model finds hard to predict. As a result it will be more
difficult to act on these predictions. On the other hand, both the
predictions and insights into the variability of these predictions
are helpful to manage the expectations recruiters and hiring
managers might have when publishing a vacancy. In particular,
recruiters should manage vacancies expecting a large number
of applications carefully to avoid excess of applications. Also,
recruiters could consider how attractive vacancies can be used
to market less attractive vacancies, for example by generalizing
the vacancy such that it may refer to both popular and less
popular job positions.
Second, from analyzing the effect of online marketing
campaigns on the number of applications per vacancy per week
this effect is positive, though quite small. Also, it is likely that
when estimating the effect of online marketing campaigns from
historic data this effect will be biased: vacancies which do not
attract many applications are more likely to be used in online
marketing campaigns and there might be collinearity between
the campaigns. Therefore, we were not able to draw a clear
conclusion on the effect of online marketing campaigns and
how this can be used to control the number of applications.
VIII. F URTHER WORK
Although the amount of data recruitment departments are
storing is increasing, the usability of this data for research can
be limited. This study did not take into account the quality
of new employees, individual job seeker behavior, and other
incentives than online marketing campaigns due to limitations
in obtaining this data either due to legal constraints, time
constraints, or incomplete data sources. Including these data
sources could provide new insights into how the quantity and
quality of applications can be controlled.
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